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EDITOR’S LETTER

Autumn at full blast. Theatres have made their comeback

giving us a chance to watch both well-known and brand new

shows. Open air events become more and more rare as

temperatures get lower and rain adds to the discomforts of this

season. At the same time all kinds of indoor events start their

own season anew. Why not enjoy it while waiting for the sunnier

days?

Do not forget about the Teacher’s Day as well. Though autumn

means new tests and challenges, it shouldn’t discourage us from

looking at schooling from a more pleasant perspective and share

our best ideas and memories. In our new Hot Spot issue we give

you a unique chance to learn more about our headmaster,

describe unusual lessons and local theatres and cover some

other topics connected with culture and education. Don’t miss

the cookery column by the way)

Svetlana Amelina,

Editor-in-chief
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WHAT’S GOING ON?
September is the start of numerous school

initiatives. Surely, it all begins with the festive

September, 1, which is marked by traditional

open-air events in our school ground. Congrats

to those who started their first and their last

year of school education in 2022. And good luck

to all of our students, of course!
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Thanks to the active management of

the headmaster our gymnasia got a new

link in Tula. In September we became

partners of Tula Secondary School #34

in order to develop our main educating

trends.

Our traditional Language Day again

gave us a chance to invite some local

schools for our workshops

connected with the multicultural

diversity of the world. This year the

event included even a unique Chinese

workshop which sounds so promising

and intriguing to us all!

This September our students took part

in the so-called Victory Dictation and

showed their knowledge of glorious

history. Our sport achievements include

the victories of Eugeniy Kovalev and

Elizabeth Verrtikova in Adler athletics

competitions. Our students also

participated in the local running event

which has a long-lasting tradition.



INTERVIEW WITH THE 
HEADMASTER
October means that Teacher’s Day is

coming. In this regard, we decided to interview

the Headmaster and find out how she came to

this position or whether she wanted to

become a teacher. Ready to learn all this

riveting information? Let’s get started!
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Interviewer: Have you ever imagined that you will be a Headmaster?

Headmaster: Frankly speaking, I never imagined that I would be a

principle. I have always dreamed of being a teacher or a senior educator later.

To be honest, I never imagined that I would be the Headmaster of Gymnasium

No. 44, since I have always loved Lyceum No. 21 in which I worked as a deputy

director, then I worked in the education committee, and then I decided that

the experience that I had accumulated over all these years should be put into

practice. When I was offered to be a school principal many years ago, I didn’t

agree because I thought that I didn’t have enough experience and knowledge.

Now the moment has come when I understand that I should bring all the

accumulated experience to life.

Int: What do you like about being a school principal?

HM: I enjoy doing a lot of things… I like making the Gymnasium beautiful,

both externally and internally. Furthermore, I enjoy being engaged in

educational work. Unfortunately, there is no opportunity to teach, I would

really like to conduct lessons. However, with great regret, I have refused it. I

really like working with colleagues and communicating with students.

Communication with schoolchildren gives a great boost of energy, makes a

positive contribution to work.

Int: Do you think the school influences the student during his/her

professional choice?

HM: The school may influence, but not always. Everyone sets a goal and goes

to it, and the school makes a positive impact on this.
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Int: What do you think will happen to your profession in 10–20 years?

HM: I can’t even imagine because the profession of a Headmaster is changing

rapidly. For instance, 5 years ago a Headmaster was somebody completely

different. Currently, this is purely a manager and, unfortunately, there is no

time left for some kind of educational work. I would really like the principal to

be seen not only as a manager, but also as a teacher. I think that in 10–20 years

there will be digitalization in an even greater sense than it is now. On the one

hand, this is positive, on the other side, it is negative. Human relations such as

warmth and trust are disappearing due to digitalization.

Int: What changes can the Gymnasium expect by the next academic year?

HM: I would really like to expand in profile classes, introduce additional paid

extra-curricular activities, introduce Chinese, also I would like to develop a

second foreign language more. Unfortunately, we are limited within the

curriculum because we have two shifts, and we don’t have enough classrooms.

Int: In which direction will school education change in the future?

HM: I think it will change to the better. Digitalization is underway, we need

to move on. To some extent, this is good because the influence of modern

educational technologies is increasing. Consequently, not only must teachers

continuously study, but also students should do it too.

Int: If you had the opportunity to completely remake the Gymnasium, what

would you do first?

HM: First of all, I would change the building because I really want a large,

modern and beautiful one, so that everyone could study in one shift, so that

there would be extra classes, various clubs for students’ choice. For example,

some time ago I looked at Grudinin’s school on the Internet – the building

itself is absolutely amazing! I really dream of such a building: large corridors

where students could sit, relax in soft chairs, a modern dining room and an

assembly hall.

Contributed by George Sorokin



THE MOST UNUSUAL 
LESSON
Our school life consists not only of the usual monotonous lessons. It is filled with

many bright moments and impressions due to teachers. In their lessons, they try

not only to teach us something new, but also to give us happy memories. We

asked several students to share their most memorable lessons.

1)Polly Semisokha: the most unusual and memorable lesson for me was the

English lesson, when my whole class was doing some research. There were three

groups. I don’t really remember what exactly other groups did, only that it was

about mystical creatures. I can surely say that our topic was aliens. I believe we

did a great job and our project was the most fascinating! We did an amusing video

about aliens and even wrote a story about the mystical situation connected with

these creatures. I really hope that everyone liked it, but the main thing is that I

enjoyed it!

2)Mary Voronova: the most unusual and memorable lesson for me was the

literature lesson. Our class and our teacher decided to spend some time outside.

We went to the park in autumn, so our outgoing was very colorful and inspiring.

We walked in the park for about an hour. Then we returned to the class and

wrote an essay about the beauty of autumn nature. I think I will remember this

lesson for a long time!

3)Nastya Kichigina: The most unusual and memorable lesson for me was the

biology lesson when we went for a walk in the school yard. We collected a

herbarium, examined plants, trees, leaves and listened to the teacher's stories

about them. Our lesson was about the structure of leaves, so this walk helped us

a lot to remember the information visually. And most importantly, it was very

interesting!

4)Kate Bulatnikova: The most unusual lesson for me is a chemistry lesson.

There we always conduct interesting experiments, study new information visually

and in a fun atmosphere. The most unusual thing in our lessons is the test work.

Then we miraculously remember everything that we never knew!

As the interview showed, the students have a lot of memorable lessons. But what

about teachers? Let’s compare their impressions with the impressions of the

students.
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Plaksin Alexander Alexandrovich (science and astronomy teacher): For me the

most memorable lesson was the astronomy class with the 11th grade. I

remembered it for its intensity and cheerful atmosphere. At that lesson we

learned a lot about planets and told a lot of jokes to each other. It was not only

educational, but also really pleasing.

Amelina Svetlana Yurievna (English teacher): Despite my diverse teaching

experience, the first unusual thing that comes to my mind is the one that

happened to me during my first school year. I entered the classroom with 9-

graders and got the strongest déjà vu ever. Right in front of me there was a guy

who looked and behaved exactly like one of my own low-performing bully

classmates. Just the same face and manner, can you imagine? Well, I knew that

there were several sons in that family, but I couldn't believe in such a turn of fate.

Luckily, I knew the surnames of my new students and that nasty one was not on

the list. Still, I got rid of my doubts only when other students told me that he had

just come round to have a look at the new teacher. Best news of my first year,

really.

Guseinova Nadezhda Vladimirovna (English teacher): All the lessons in my life

used to be and are memorable, because I do love my profession and all my

students. However, the most romantic lesson for me was long ago, on the 19th of

January in 2012… The lesson started not in the usual way… the whole 7B class

came to the classroom with weird faces all of a sudden! I was surprised

and..disappointed, to tell you the truth, because it meant that my colleague was ill

and I had to teach the whole class… The students were holding some strange

sheets of paper and were constantly smiling and giggling irritably! We started the

lesson and 19 minutes later there was a knock at the door. There was a roar of

laughter, I was at the point of a nervous breakdown! But hardly could I imagine

that it was my boyfriend entering the classroom with a huge bunch of flowers! All

the students took the strange sheets of paper again and I realized that each of the

sheet had a letter! There was an inscription: “I love you!” on these sheets! The

situation was that we were celebrating our first anniversary with my boyfriend

(now my husband) that day and he decided to tell me about his feelings in such an

usual way!

Coming up to the conclusion we can say that lessons don't have to be

monotonous. Our teachers know that the learning process should not only be

useful, but also funny and memorable! Saving a good atmosphere is necessary for

both students and teachers.

-9- Contributed by Victoria Kotlysarova



RESEARCH AS IT IS
They are cheerful, spectacular and bring positive energy. You are simply

going to love them. What are the main Russian and British dances, why

do people dance them and how can you learn to do it? These questions

are very interesting and this makes the topic relevant for research.
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The main Russian folk dances

The performance and movements in these dances can differ depending

on the region, but here are several basic types that have been widely

spread across Russia for centuries.

One of the most famous Russian dances is khorovod, with people

moving around in a circle holding hands. This dance is common for all

Eastern Slavic nations and is usually devoted to Slavic (and pagan)

holidays. Today, rucheek, a modification of khorovod, is popular among

Russians. It is a sort of ‘game’ where paired dancers run through the

corridor of two lines of people holding their hands up. There are also

many different improvised dances called Russian plyaska. Usually, people

danced during a festive occasion. Men and women dance without

touching each other, while others watch, clap and sing. Women often

move smoothly like a swan holding a handkerchief, while men dance

fervently with high amplitude movements and jumps.

There are also many different improvised dances called Russian plyaska.

Usually, people danced during a festive occasion. Men and women dance

without touching each other, while others watch, clap and sing. Women

often move smoothly like a swan holding a handkerchief, while men

dance fervently with high amplitude movements and jumps.
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British Folk Dance

When tribal societies in Europe gave way to more structured societies, the old

dance forms gradually developed into what are now called folk or peasant

dances. For a long time these retained much of their original significance.

The Maypole dance, still sometimes performed in England, is a descendant of

older tree-worshipping dances, the ribbons that the dancers hold as they

dance around the pole symbolizing the tree’s branches. The Morris dance is a

survival of early weapon dances, which were not war dances but an ancient

form of religious worship.

Although different areas and countries have different styles of dance, most of

them share common formations and styles of movement. The earliest and

simplest formation, the closed circle, is found in all folk dances and derives

from the ritual of circling around an object of worship. Another common

formation, the chain, involves a long line of dancers, often holding hands or

linked by handkerchiefs. The leader may trace a complex, serpentine pattern

for the others to follow. Processional dances may travel a long way—even

through an entire village. The dancers are mostly in couples, with the

procession halting at times for them to dance together.

Thus, we can say that in order to become a professional folk dancer in Russia

or England, you need to start dancing at an early age, study in a choreographic

school, and then in a theater institute in the choreography department. . To get

a place in the best company, you have to be the best, like in soccer. But you can

also dance at home, in your apartment. Just don't forget to move the table and

other furniture!

Some ethnic subgroups had their own plyaska dances: for example Cossacks

danced the cheerful and dashing Kozachok. Another interesting dance is

Barynya (literally, ‘landlady’), which is an ironic, jocular dance that first was a

parody for a conflict between a landlady and her serf. Through the years it

became an energetic, joyful dance, usually set to the accordion.

Contributed by Angelina Tronova



SOCIAL ISSUES
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• Tap into your inner bookworm. What could it mean and what is it

about? Let’s figure it out.

• I know that in fact many of us still appreciate the value of

books. Nevertheless, as a bookworm myself, I have heard enough

outlandish statements to know that the art of reading for pleasure is

not an art that everyone appreciates. In a sense, I understand the

plight of beginners. In the modern world, replete with virtual reality,

simulations and new technologies, reading black and white words on a

page may seem archaic and even unnecessary.

• Of course, I could cite scientists to prove that everyone should

develop their inner bookworm. Statistics on vocabulary, basic

communication skills and literacy significantly supports this idea.

Research shows that reading for pleasure has a positive effect on a

person's mental health.

• However, as a bookworm, I believe the benefits go far beyond the

impersonal facts of statistics and research. There is an unidentified

level of benefit that is not easy to put into words. It's really hard to

explain. In a sense, it takes a bookworm to understand how strong

literature can influence the psyche, the spirit and the entire human

experience.
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• Those who were able to master the art of reading can understand that

this is really an experience unlike anything else. It is decently different

from the banal movies, TV series, listening to music, viewing pictures and

playing games. At least to get an unusual new experience, you should learn

to read and get some pleasure from it.

• There is a special kind of wisdom that comes from experiencing human

emotions and traveling through the images and ideas of the author. This is

something that the news, the media, the society and even social networks

cannot fully teach us. Therefore, in a technologically advanced society, I

think we all need to open our inner bookworm in order to connect at a

level that we do not always appreciate in our modern world as it is more

emotionally charged and self-conscious. Thus, being a bookworm is a

wonderful thing and, in my opinion, an integral facet of human experience.

• There is beauty in the fact that book lovers are not alone in their gripping

journey, that the range of human emotions is wide and diverse. As I may

not be able to experience them all in the “real” world, doing this through

literature is a special power.

• Literature of any genre shows us the power of human emotions, the

struggle of life and the beauty of human experience. Most of all, it teaches

us to listen to our own voice and make our own decisions when it comes

to the lives, injustices and stories of others.

Contributed by Arseniy Masalkin



LOCAL TRENDS: THEATRES
Autumn is the time of brand new theatre performances. Or, probably,

the time to watch shows that you have missed during the previous

season. Let’s have a look at this sphere of entertainment in Kursk.
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Kursk Drama Theatre

Address: Lenin St, 26

Rating: 4.7

More than one generation of theater lovers have grown up visiting

the first night performances of Kursk Drama Theater. This is one of

the oldest theaters in Russia as it was founded in 1792. The best

theater actors of that time, from Shchepkin to Komissarzhevskaya,

participated in the long history of success. The new building, in which

the Drama Theater is located to this day, with a large auditorium for

1000 people and a bronze sculpture of the goddess of victory Nika

on the roof, was opened in 1983. The repertoire includes

performances for every taste: musical, dramatic, philosophical and

just funny. Most of all, directors and actors work with classics: "The

Peasant Girl" by Pushkin, "Wolves and Sheep" and "Mad Money" by

Ostrovsky, "Dear Friend" based on the novel by Maupassant, "The

Portrait of Dorian Gray" by Wilde are staged here. Along with

serious things, the repertoire includes the famous comedy hits of

Ray Cooney and Ken Ludwig: the semi—detective story "No. 13" and

the adventure with disguises "Prima Donnas". A small stage with 60

seats is used less often and is the platform for chamber experiments.

Since 1991, the official position of the theatre artistic director has

been occupied by the laureate of the national State Prize, Yuri Bure,

whose creative biography features about a hundred of performances.
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Ponyrovsky Center of 

Culture and Leisure

Address: Lenin Street, 14, 

Ponyri

Rating: 4.2

Ponyrovsky Center of Culture and Leisure is constantly looking for new ways

to provide cultural services: in music, vocals, choreography and theatrical art. Its

visitors may also enjoy the local cinema and the concert hall with 250 seats

which is equipped with professional lighting and sound equipment.

Ponyrovsky Center of Culture and Leisure is a team of professionals who are in

love with their work, ready to share their creative ideas and talents. There are

clubs and studios of various types. All ensembles and their best soloists are

regular participants and winners of various creative competitions and festivals.

Annual holidays for residents of the district and joint events with various local

institutions have long become a tradition and arouse great interest. A person of

any age will find something to their liking here and an opportunity to spend

their free time usefully.

Visitors with disabilities are treated carefully here. There is a wheelchair ramp

at the entrance to the concert hall.

Kursk State Circus

Address: Alexander Nevsky St, 4

Rating: 5.0

Residents of Kursk have loved this art since the XIX century, when

performances in traveling circuses began to be held in St. George's Square. St.

George's Square was located in the place where Proletarian Square is located

nowadays. This name did not catch on, and more often the townspeople call it

the square near the Central Market. But back then it was a site of great fun,

especially on holidays. As soon as Easter approached, a variety of entertainment

facilities, booths, mini-theaters, menageries, carousels appeared in the square,

small shops selling sweets and fruit water opened. The square was filled with

people, and clowns were calling out for a circus performance.

Kursk was visited by first-class circus artists and local newspapers always wrote

about this making advertisement for the circus. The famous teams of Lehman

and Robbie, who usually performed in St. Petersburg and Moscow, came to

Kursk. The circus was always full, there were not enough seats even in the

gallery.
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Youth theater "Rovesnik"

Address: Perekalsky St, 1

Rating: 4.4

The theater for young spectators is the workshop of the youngest and most

talented actors. It is based on simple, but creative atmosphere. The idea of

founding such a laboratory occurred to I.V. Selivanov, so he staged the play "On

the Road" with a group of students from School No. 43 in Kursk. The date of

the first night is considered to be the date of the theatre foundation.

The creative biography of the youth theater "Rovesnik" includes foreign tours

in Bulgaria, Germany, Poland, Ukraine and prizes at festivals of various levels.

Many actors and prominent figures of culture and art were trained in this

theater. The theater stuff can boast having 3 professors of Moscow theater

universities, 5 folk and 13 honored Artists of Russia, actors working in theaters

in Russia and abroad.

More than 55 years of the theater's history have presented the audience with

productions of Russian and foreign classics, Soviet and Western playwrights, the

brightest representatives of modern drama. The production policy is aimed at

performances for viewers of all ages.

Kursk State Puppet 

Theater

Address: Radishchev St, 2

Rating: 4.5

In the autumn of 1935, the first attempt was made to create a puppet theater

in Kursk. The puppet theater on a professional basis appeared in May 1944. The

first artistic director was Alexey Danilovich Moshastyj. The actors had no

puppets, no scenery or permanent premises. The creative team consisted of 5

actors. Still, by the end of 1945, the theater had about 60 employees.

Today, the theater is in great demand not only among children, but also among

adults. The diverse repertoire also attracts young people — the performances

"The Lord of the Flies", "Granny", "The Little Prince", "Antigone" are especially

exciting.V. Bugaev is the director and the producer of the theater.

The theater is a diploma winner and laureate of national and international

festivals, it constantly tours and receives guests from other regions.

Contributed by Arseniy Masalkin



FOOD CRAZIES

Ingredients:

• Shortbread tartlets - 10-12 pcs

• Hard cheese - 150 g

• Eggs - 2 pcs

• Garlic - 1-2 cloves

• Cherry tomatoes - 5-6 pcs

• Mayonnaise - 2-3 tablespoons

• Salt 

• Ground black pepper

• Fresh greens - for decoration

The cooking process:

1) Prepare the products for the filling, tomatoes, greens and tartlets. For this

recipe, it is better to use shortbread tartlets, they do not soak for a long

time and remain crispy.

2) Wash the tomatoes, dry them. Boil eggs till hard (no longer than 10

minutes), cool them in cold water and get rid of the shell.

3) Make fine grated cheese, put it in a deep bowl.

4) Grate the cooled boiled eggs and add them to the cheese.

5) Season the cheese filling with salt and pepper to your liking. Peel the

garlic, squeeze it through a press and add it to the filling. Season with

mayonnaise, mix.

6) Place the tartlets on a firm surface.

7) Put a spoonful of cheese and egg filling into each tartlet.

8) Decorate tartlets with cherry tomatoes cut in half.

9) Add a couple of sprigs of fresh dill or parsley.

Enjoy your meal!

-17-Contributed by Arseniy Masalkin

Of course, every theater hall begins with its cloakroom. But some visitors go to

the buffet before attending the performance as you can find a huge number of

delicious snacks and drinks here. One of the most popular dishes in the theater

buffet is tartlets with various fillings.

Easy to prepare, very tasty and cute snacks – tartlets can have any filling. For

example, cooks may use cheese filling and decorate the pieces with halves of cherry

tomatoes and herbs. Filled tartlets are usually served as a cold appetizer, but these

ones can also be served hot if you wish.



COMIC COLUMN
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PUZZLE PAGES
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Contributed by Arina Markova, based on  

https://en.islcollective.com/

https://vk.com/away.php?to=https://en.islcollective.com/&cc_key=
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